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About This Game

Put your cheating skills to the test and become a hero to your class! An increasing number of students are hopelessly flunking
the exams at Travian High School. The only so 5d3b920ae0
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cheats 4 hire. guns 4 hire cheats

Teamwork makes the dream work. If you're good at this game, you'll a hundred percent pass the real exam no matter how hard
it is.. Now I can get ready for exams on steam 10/10 would cheat again. The game itself is decent, but getting to play it is
difficult. I have a fairly beefed up MacBook Pro (2.8 G Intel Core i7, 16GB Memory) but it takes SEVERAL MINUTES to
load the game. There's also no status bar so at first I thought my computer froze.. this game is fun and weird. Fun game to play.
Very original plot. Not very educational though.. Like all the ways and choices there are to do things. Pretty simple in most ways
but fun as it goes on.. Was not very engaging, very easy and and content is lacking, for 6 NZD it's not worth
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